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Abstract

PDMS (polydimethylsiloxane) shadow masks were fabricated by replica molding using laser-patterned metal shadow masks as primary
templates, which were applied to solution as well as vapor deposition to prepare patterned thin films on solid substrates. We demonstrated a
method of fabricating cadmium sulfide (CdS) thin-film transistors (TFTs) using the prepared PDMS shadow masks thanks to their solution-tight,
free-standing and elastic characteristics. The patterned CdS thin films were deposited by chemical solution deposition in aqueous solution and
aluminum metal electrodes were deposited by thermal evaporation. The electrical characteristics of the CdS/SiO2/n-Si transistors consisted of a
field effect mobility of ~0.5 cm2/Vs, a threshold voltage of ~14 V and an on/off ratio of ~107.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Photolithography is the dominant method of microfabrica-
tion, which is a technique employed to produce patterns with
precise control over the structure and size of the objects. One of
the most powerful alternatives to this technique is soft-
lithography based on polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) replica
molding, which can be used to create micro-patterns and
features [1–4].

Metal shadow masks are not compatible with solution
deposition due to the air gap between the mask and substrate
[5]. Therefore, we attempted to fabricate a mask using a
solution-tight, free-standing material such as PDMS. PDMS has
good chemical and thermal stabilities at temperatures of up to
~186 °C in air and does not swell with water [1,6]. We made use
of these characteristics of PDMS, by using it as a solution-
resistant mask in aqueous solution deposition. Jackman et al.
demonstrated the fabrication of PDMS membranes by a spin-
coating method with photoresist [2], but they did not make
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practical microelectronic devices by the chemical solution
deposition (CSD) technique, which is one of the most useful
methods of making thin films of various semiconducting
materials [7]. In this study, we examined the applicability of the
PDMS shadow mask for microfabrication through the synthesis
of cadmium sulfide (CdS) thin films. CdS is a high performance
n-type semiconductor with a hall effect mobility of 200 cm2/Vs
in the case of single crystals [8]. Most of the research into CdS
thin film has focused on solar-cells, but CdS thin-film
transistors (TFTs) have also recently been fabricated [9,10].
We demonstrated the possibility of fabricating patterned CdS
thin film in solution using the micro-contact printing of OTS
(octadecyltrichlorosilane) [11,12] and Meth et al. applied our
patterning method to fabricate CdS-TFTs [13]. In the CSD
technique, which is a soft and large-area deposition method,
photolithography offers the opportunity to produce a patterned
thin film, but it is also a complicated procedure. Although
micro-contact printing with a PDMS mold and OTS provides a
facile method of patterning CSD thin films through hydrophilic-
and hydrophobic-defined areas, this method requires a lift-off
process, such as thermal treatment or sonication, to remove the
coated self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) layer [11,12].
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However, the harsh conditions used in such a lift-off process can
cause damage to even the most objective layers.

In this study, we focus on the fabrication of a PDMS mask
capable of selective deposition in solution, by using the metal
shadow mask and replica molding. We confirmed that the
PDMS shadow masks could be used as solution-resistant masks
as well as vapor-resistant masks, thanks to their good adhesion
to flat substrates. This method allows a patterned thin film to be
elaborated in aqueous solutions with greater facility than
photolithography. The methodology employed to utilize the
PDMS shadow masks allows greater flexibility in the choice of
not only the substrates, but also the required thin-film
deposition, and increases the feasibility of the soft-lithography
technique.

2. Experimental details

2.1. Materials

We used stainless-steel shadow masks with a thickness of
180 μm obtained from Frontier Co., Korea, which were
Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the fabrication of PDMS the shadow masks and thei
film and as vapor-resistant masks in the thermal evaporation deposition of aluminum
produced by laser beam machining and electrolytic polishing.
Si substrates with a thermally grown oxide layer were purchased
from Buysemi Co., Korea and PDMS, Sylgard 184 kit from
Dow Corning, and (tridecafluoro-1,1,2,2-tetrahydrooctyl)-1-
trichlorosilane (fluorinated silane) from United Chemical
Technologies, USA. All other chemicals were purchased from
Aldrich and used without further purification.

2.2. Fabrication of PDMS shadow masks

Fig. 1 schematically illustrates the fabrication procedure of
two types of flexible PDMS shadow masks by a replica molding
technique and their utilization as solution and vapor resists. Two
types of 180 μm thick pristine stainless-steel shadow masks
were used to prepare the flexible PDMS shadow masks. The
metal mask of type A has rectangle holes with dimensions of
540 μm×984 μm and the type B has two squares with
dimensions of 450 μm×480 μm with a 45 μm channel space. A
flat 5 mm thick PDMS plate made using a Si wafer as a template
was attached to the one side of the metal mask. Here, the array
of discrete holes formed through the metal shadow masks
r use as solution-resistant masks in the chemical solution deposition of CdS thin
metal.
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functioned as a primary master. This primary master was treated
with an oxygen plasma (Harrick, 30 W) for 2 min and then
coated with fluorinated silane under reduced pressure for
30 min. First, the PDMS mold was prepared by pouring a
mixture of PDMS prepolymer and curing agent (10:1 by
weight) onto the primary master. The resulting PDMS mold had
a thickness of 5 mm.

The secondary PDMS master was prepared by placing the
upper side of the first PDMS mold onto a clean glass plate,
treated with an oxygen plasma and fluorinated SAMs, followed
by the PDMS molding conditions described above. To produce
the flexible PDMS shadow mask, the mixture of PDMS
prepolymer and its curing agent were poured on the secondary
master, and the sample was placed in a desiccator under reduced
pressure for 1 h to remove the gas bubbles entrained between
the first PDMS mold and the glass plate. After curing the
prepolymer inserted PDMS-on-glass samples in the conven-
tional oven at 70 °C for 1 h and cooling down to room
temperature, the flexible PDMS shadow mask was carefully
separated from the first PDMS mold on the glass plate by
tweezers. The prepared PDMS shadow masks were washed
with acetone and dried in air. The flexible PDMS shadow mask
with a thickness of 180 μm reproduced an array of rectangular
holes on the type A mask and the square holes on the type B
mask, which were used as resists in the chemical solution
deposition and metal vapor-deposition processes, respectively.

2.3. Synthesis of CdS and Al thin films

The substrates used for the TFT device consisted of
thermally grown SiO2 with a thickness of 100 nm on n-type
Si (100) substrates with dimensions of 3×3 cm2. In order to
remove the trace organic contaminants, the substrates were
cleaned with piranha cleaning solution, viz. 3:1 H2SO4/H2O2,
for 30 min, and rinsed with deionized water (having a resistivity
of 18MΩ) and isopropyl alcohol. Patterned CdS thin films were
prepared on SiO2/Si substrates by chemical solution deposition
using the PDMS shadow mask of type A, as shown in Fig. 1.

The SiO2/Si substrates covered by PDMS masks were
immersed in a Teflon beaker filled with 150 mL of deionized
water containing 2.0 mmol of cadmium acetate dehydrate (98%)
and 3.7 mmol of triethanolamine (98%) at 70 °C for 40 min. The
deposition of CdS commenced after the addition of 50 mL of
deionized water containing 2.0 mmol of thiourea (98%). After
the deposition of CdS for 17 min, the substrate was taken out
and washed with deionized water and 2-propanol, dried with a
stream of nitrogen, and then the PDMS shadow mask was
carefully peeled off from the substrate using a pair of tweezers.
To remove the organic residues, the sample of the CdS on the Si
was annealed at 300 °C for 1 h under reduced pressure.

The PDMS shadow masks of type B were aligned under
microscopic views onto the center of the prepared CdS pattern
on the SiO2/Si substrates, as shown in Fig. 1. Aluminum metal
was thermally evaporated to a thickness of 100 nm at 3 Å/s
through the holes of the PDMS shadow mask. The gate
electrode was also deposited by the thermal evaporation of Al
on the back side of the substrate. In order to obtain better contact
between the Al electrodes and the CdS thin film, the substrate
was treated at 300 °C for 1 h under reduced pressure [14].

2.4. Characterization

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Philips XL30 ESEM-
FEG) operating at 15 kV was used to determine the size and
thickness of the PDMS shadow masks, CdS thin film and Al
film. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was performed
by AES-XPS (ESCA2000, VG microtech) with a monochromic
Al-Kα line. The physical and chemical properties of the CdS
thin film, and the masking capability of the PDMS shadow
mask used in the solution deposition were determined by atomic
force microscopy (AFM) (Thero-Microscopes, CP research) in
air with a silicon tip of 10 nm radius in contact mode method.
The electrical properties of the CdS-TFTs were analyzed using
an Agilent 4145B/HP 4145B semiconductor parameter analyzer
(Hewlett Packard) at room temperature in the dark.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. PDMS shadow mask

We used two PDMS masks to create multi-patterns through
the two-step replica molding process. The type A mask is for
the CdS layer used as a semiconductor, and the type B mask is
for the Al layer used as electrodes, as shown in Fig. 2. The
feature sizes in the type A metal mask, first PDMS mold and
the final PDMS shadow mask are 545×1003 μm, 553×998 μm
and 541×988 μm, respectively. The PDMS shadow mask
shrank approximately by 1.1% compared with the pristine metal
mask.

The PDMS mask is able to make conformal contact with
solid surfaces and is resistant against the convection of aqueous
solutions without the need for a reinforcing support, due to its
strong adhesive force. When the flexible PDMS shadow mask
was brought into contact with the substrates, a tight, reversible,
and conformal seal formed between them and the PDMS mask,
[2,3]. The sealing capability of the PDMS over the surface of
the SiO2/Si substrate is strong enough for the mask to prevent
the deposition of CdS and Al on the uncovered surface of the
substrates. After the solution deposition of CdS, as shown in
Fig. 3, the PDMS mask was easily peeled off from the substrate
manually. We were able to reuse the PDMS mask a couple of
times by immersing it in HCl solution for cleaning.

Most methods of forming PDMSmembranes have employed
photoresist templates based on photolithography [2,3,15].
Generally, spin-casting is the most convenient technique to
generate PDMS membranes having various thicknesses, feature
sizes, and shapes. However, during spin-casting, some
obstructed features occasionally occurred on the membrane,
and the prepolymer tended to wet the sides of the features of the
photoresist, so that the thickness of the membrane adjacent to a
photoresist post was higher than that far from the post [2]. In
multi-layered membranes, this irregular surface of the mem-
brane would produce gaps between the membranes which
become defects.



Fig. 2. SEM images of metal shadow masks (a), first PDMS molds (b), and PDMS shadow masks (c) for Type A and Type B.
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The present method using the molded PDMS shadow mask
based on the metal shadow mask and the solution deposition
procedure has several advantages. First, the molded PDMS
Fig. 3. (a) SEM image of peeling off of PDMS shadow mask of type A from
SiO2 after chemical solution deposition of CdS thin film. (b) SEM image of
PDMS shadow mask of type B.
masks have a conformal surface even around the holes and
entire open-holes, as compared with the ones produced by spin-
casting, because we molded the PDMS prepolymer in the
confined space between the primary PDMS mold and glass
plate. Second, since the thickness of the PDMS mask presented
here is 180 μm, the free-standing PDMS mask is mechanically
strong enough that the supporting frame to easy handle and the
use of a drop of alcohol to make it spread out well are generally
unnecessary. In particular, these masks showed better reliability
and reproducibility than PDMS membranes made by spin-
casting [2], because the PDMS masks were created through the
fixed templates. These thick PDMS masks show very small
distortion when they are applied to the substrates. Distortion of
the PDMS mask could result in the less reliable transfer of the
patterns to the substrate. Third, during the solution deposition of
CdS, the planar faces and sharp edges provide completely tight
seals between the PDMS mask and the substrate, so that the
patterned CdS thin films were finally formed on the designed
regions. Before the CdS deposition, the PDMS mask was
treated by an oxygen plasma to increase its surface energy [16].
The oxidized surface of the PDMS mask induces good wetting
in aqueous solution and, as a result, the CdS thin film can be
deposited on the uncovered areas of the substrate as well as the
PDMS surface. Without the above-mentioned surface treatment,
air bubbles were trapped in the uncovered space of the
substrate because of the low surface free energy of the mask
(~21.8 mJ/m2) [16]. Fourth, since the surfaces on both sides of
the PDMS masks are flat and the holes have sharp edges, secure
seals will be formed between the multi-layered PDMS masks,
which are useful for creating multi-patterns arrays [3].

The mechanical endurance of the PDMS shadow masks in
the channel is one of the most important restrictions in this
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fabrication process, since the fabrication process involves the
peeling off of the PDMS masks from the PDMS molds and
metal masks. When the PDMS thickness was less than 80 μm,
the formation of the PDMS channel feature was not successful,
due to the facile deformation of PDMS.

3.2. CdS thin film

The PDMS masks serve as a solution-resist through which
CdS can be deposited. When the PDMS mask is peeled away,
the pattern of CdS that matches the holes in the mask remains on
the surface. To demonstrate the results of the soft-lithographic
technique for the solution deposition, the patterned CdS thin
film was characterized by SEM and XPS. Fig. 3 shows the SEM
images of the prepared PDMSmask and substrates after the CdS
deposition, indicating that selective deposition occurred
through the PDMS holes. We also carried out XPS measure-
ments for both the screened and exposed regions without ion
beam sputtering, as shown in Fig. 4. The peaks of the binding
energies of 3d5/2(Cd) at 405.4 eVand of 2p(S) at 161.8 eV were
indicative of the CdS thin film. The existence of carbon and
oxygen impurities in the CdS thin film were attributed to the
presence of Cd(OH)2, SCN

−, OCN− and NCN2− [17–21]. The
spectra of the screened region presented peaks for silicon,
oxygen and carbon, whereas cadmium and sulfur were absent,
as shown in Fig. 4(b), indicating that the prepared PDMS
Fig. 4. XPS spectra of CdS deposited region (a) and PDMS covered area (b).

Fig. 5. 2D AFM images of CdS thin film (a), and line profile along with the line
A–A (b).
shadow masks were capable of solution-tight deposition onto
the designed region using the PDMS masks. Also, the impurity
carbon peak in Fig. 4(b) shows that the PDMS contaminants,
which remained on the substrate after the PDMS mask [22] was
peeled off, were completely removed by thermal decomposition
during the annealing process of the CdS thin film.

The surface roughness and the height of the CdS thin film
were characterized by AFMmeasurement. Fig. 5a shows the 2D
AFM images scanned at the edge of the CdS pattern. The root-
mean-square (RMS) roughness of the CdS thin film was
approximately 1.3 nm and the grain size was approximately
22 nm, indicating that CdS grains were grown homogeneously
by the ion-by-ion growth process [23]. Under these reaction
conditions, secondary film growth involving the formation of
colloidal CdS particles in the bulk solution did not occur. As
shown in the height profile along with the line A–A in Fig. 5b,
the CdS layer had a thickness of about 15 nm, measured along
the edge of the pattern whose dimensions were 10 μm×10 μm,
also demonstrating that the sharp edge of the CdS thin film was
higher than the center. The sharp edge indicates that the
depositions were also performed on the side face of the PDMS
mask and that the solution was not incorporated into the covered
regions. These edge shapes are ascribed to the fact that the
peeling off of the PDMS mask from the substrates after the CdS
deposition may cause the edges of the CdS thin film to be
deformed, and the preferred deposition of CdS on the PDMS
masks produces a thicker layer along the edges.



Fig. 6. Schematic illustration of CdS-TFT device structure.

Fig. 8. IDS−VG characteristics at VDS=2 V for a CdS-TFT, showing the linear
extrapolation method used for the threshold estimation, resulting in a threshold
voltage (VTH) of ~14 V (a). Log(IDS)−VG characteristics at VDS=40 V for a
CdS-TFT, showing an on/off ratio of ~107(b).
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3.3. CdS thin-film transistors

The CdS-TFTs presented in this paper have a channel
thickness of 15 nm, a channel width-to-length ratio of 10, an
SiO2 gate dielectric with a thickness of 100 nm on the heavily
doped n-type silicon wafer, and Al source/drain and gate
electrodes with a thickness of 100 nm as shown in Fig. 6. The
device was annealed at 300 °C for 1 h under reduced pressure.
By making use of the transparency of the PDMS material, we
were able to readily align the 45 μm channel in the type B
PDMS shadow mask at the center of the CdS before depositing
the Al electrodes. This alignment is the key to analyzing the
electrical properties of the CdS-TFTs. Thanks to the good
sealing capability of the PDMS mask used in the vapor-
deposition process, the discrete source and drain electrodes
were thoroughly formed on the CdS thin films.

The drain current (ID) vs. drain-source voltage (VDS) curves
are presented in Fig. 7, showing good transistor behavior and
hard saturations. The VDS was stepped from 0 to 40 V in 2 V
increments, and the gate voltage (VG) was stepped from 0 to
40 V in 1.3 V increments. When VDS≥VDS(sat) (drain/source
voltage in saturated region), the slope became nearly 0, due to
pinch-off [24], indicating that the device had the characteristics
of n-type TFTs. The saturated ID value shown in Fig. 7 was
extremely high compared with that in a previous report in which
the saturated drain current of the CdS-TFT was 90 pA at
Fig. 7. ID−VDS characteristics for a CdS-TFT with VG=0~40 V in 1.3 V steps,
VDS=0~40 V. The width-to-length ratio of the channel is 10 and the CdS
channel layer is 15 nm thick.
VG=15 V [25]. Additionally, there was nearly no leakage
current between the drain and gate electrodes which might occur
due to the pinhole defect of SiO2, because the CdS thin film
used as a semiconducting layer was patterned [13].

The electrical properties of the CdS-TFTs were character-
ized by measuring their threshold voltage, on/off ratio of ID
and field effect mobility. The threshold voltage (VTH) is the
minimum gate voltage required to form the conductive
Fig. 9. (IDS)
1/2−VG transfer characteristics at VDS=40 V, showing the slope of

0.3 (μA1/2/V).
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channel on the CdS semiconducting layer. The threshold
voltage was estimated by applying a linear extrapolation
method to the drain current-gate voltage (ID−VG) curve at
VDS=2.0 V, resulting in a VTH of ~14 V (Fig. 8a). The on/off
ratio of the drain current (ID) at VDS=40 V was approxi-
mately 107 (Fig. 8b), indicating that this device would
function well as a switch. The field effect mobility (μsat)
in the saturated region is expressed by μsat(VG)=2 L/WCi×
(d(ID)

1/2/dVG)
2, where W is the channel width, i.e. 450 μm, L

is the channel length, i.e. 45 μm and Ci is the gate
capacitance, i.e. 3.45×10−8 F/cm2. The μsat value can be
calculated from the slope of the (ID)

1/2 vs. VG relationship in
Fig. 9. The mobility of the CdS-TFT is approximately
0.5 cm2/Vs at VDS=40 V, which is large compared with the
previously published result of μsat =0.25 cm2/Vs for a
patterned CdS-TFT [9]. The field effect mobility is relatively
small compared with that of single crystals of CdS which
show a hall effect mobility of 200 cm2/Vs, because of the
polycrystallinity of the prepared CdS thin film. In general, the
grain boundaries in polycrystalline materials are defects, due
to the incomplete atomic bonding that results in the formation
of trapping states [26–28].

4. Conclusions

We fabricated PDMS shadow masks using two-step replica
moldings of metal shadow masks. The PDMS shadow masks
were characterized by their solution and vapor-tight screening
of the contact regions, which enabled them to be used for the
area selective deposition of CdS in solution as well as
aluminum metal in the vapor state. We demonstrated that the
PDMS shadow masks were capable of being recycled by
cleaning them in HCl solution and could be used repeatedly
for the fabrication of CdS-TFTs. The prepared TFT devices
operated with good mobility and a reasonable threshold
voltage and on/off ratio. We believe that this PDMS mask
will also be useful for the patterning of other metal oxide
materials by liquid phase deposition, and the creation of
discrete patterns of some materials on polymeric substrates.
For instance, this methodology could potentially be used to
produce polymeric patterns of micrometer scale features of
poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythophene) and pentacene in organic
TFTs. By designing multi-layered PDMS masks, we antici-
pate that this method could be extended to synthesize two or
three-dimensional architectures by multiple depositions,
thanks to the secure sealing of the contact surface and the
elaborateness of the edges of the PDMS masks.
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